This paper reviews on-going collaborative efforts between the Colorado School of Mines and Clark-Atlanta University in cooperative assistance for coordination and control of multiple vehicles. It reports on progress in developing an intelligent assistance agent (IAA) for aiding a human operator in diagnosing problems and generating recovery strategies in remote ground robots. The current work has focused on the identification and incorporation of categories of additional information from multiple robots and other agents. These categories are: mission-related sources, such as peer robots working nearby; facility-related sources, such as security cameras; and opportunistically available agents, such as overhead satellites or humans working in the area as part of another mission. The incorporation of additional sources of information requires enhancements to the previously developed teleVlA architecture. In particular, the teleVlA IAA must provide more strategic management support (reminding operator of resources, impact of reallocation of resources on mission,etc.), sophisticated viewpoint and data management and presentation, and simplified control of the additional agents for diagnosis and recovery activities (move to robot and examine, corroborate sensor X, etc.) These enhancements are encapsulated in software agents within the IAA.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple ground robots are needed for a variety of emerging domains: Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) ,tactical reconnaissance, planetary exploration, and treaty verification. These applications will require robots to operate in a partially known environment with high likelihood of surprises, often under time pressures, and with limited communication. The robots must be robust, both individually and as a team.
Due to the underconstrained environment and need for robustness, we consider a semi-autonomous control paradigm as an acceptable evolutionary intermediate step to full autonomy. Under the semi-autonomous paradigm, each robot is given a set of tasks to perform autonomously, while a human is responsible for planning, task verification, and most importantly, troubleshooting. If a robot runs into trouble, the human can quickly assess the situation and make the appropriate corrections. An example of this occurred during the Mars Pathfinder mission, when mission controllers used the lander camera to determine that Sojourner's obstacle avoidance sensors were malfunctioning, preventing Sojourner from moving ahead to its next scientific target, the rock "Shark." (Sojourner was essentially hallucinating that an unsurmountable obstacle was directly in its way, and began going in circles in an attempt to avoid it.) The mission controllers overcame the problem by temporarily turning off the obstacle avoidance system. Sojourner then climbed over the rock "Wedge" and made its way successfully to Shark.
However, relying on a human to supplement on-board diagnostics is not necessarily a satisfactory solution. Diagnosis and recovery is hard for a human to perform because of the limited sensing modalities and unnatural viewpoints. Another problem is cognitive fatigue. These problems become exacerbated by the presence of additional sources of information (teams of peer robots, surveillance cameras, unmanned aerial vehicles, etc.) which may have different sensing modalities and different viewpoints. Furthermore, ground robots may be involved in time-critical Email: rmurphy©mines.edu (after Aug. 3, 1998 : murphy©csee.usf.edu) erogers©csc.calpoly.edu Partof the SPIE Conference on Robotic and Semi-Robotic Ground Vehicle Technology missions, where a human must immediately assess the situation and generate a recovery method, without impacting the overall mission or requiring extensive communication. Our current efforts are concentrating on the development of an intelligent assistance agent which can aid the human operator in identifying and managing supplemental resources without endangering the overall mission objectives. This paper first describes the types of additional information sources available to an unmanned ground mobile robot, and the potential impact of that information on the operator. Next, it presents an extension of our work with tele VIA, an intelligent assistance architecture for mobile robots, which attempts to mitigate the negative impacts. Although teleVlA is novel, we discuss how it is based on concepts from HCI, semi-autonomous control and web-based agents. Finally, the paper reports on the current status of our research.
IMPACT OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SOTJRCES
Our experiences with teams of heterogenous multiple robots has suggested that robots can serve as additional sources of information. We have also identified other resources which the operator can exploit and control. However, as we illustrate below, more information does not always make the human operator's task easier.
Sources of Additional Information
The human operator may be able to draw upon one or more of three distinct types of information resources: mission related information sources, facility related sources, and opportunistic sources. Each category of source has different implications for human control.
Mission-related sources of information are agents directly involved in accomplishing the mission objectives. These agents are working with the ground robot and may be redeployed to acquire additional information, or effect a cooperative recovery solution. An example of mission related sources is a team of tactical ground robots performing building clearing. Each robot is a potential source of information about a failed peer robot. Mission-related sources can be either loosely or tightly coupled to the failed robot. A loosely coupled team is one where the agents are not necessarily working in the same proximity, such as teams of tactical ground robots or UGV/UAV teams. In this case, the human operator will have to divert a peer robot from its current task, navigate it to the failed robot, and observe the situation. This is shown in Fig. la. An outdoor mobile robot, C2, has been damaged by brushing up against a tree. The tree limb has knocked off the camera from the panning mast, but the camera is still transmitting images. From the images, the human operator cannot tell if the camera is damaged and sideways or if the entire vehicle is overturned. The operator temporarily suspends the activities of another outdoor robot, Silver Bullet, and sends it to investigate. With the additional information source of Silver Bullet, it is straightforward for the operator to determine the vehicle is intact, but the camera is dismounted. Note that the human operator must consciously identify that there is an outside source of information, and decide that it is worth reallocating that resource.
A tightly coupled team is one where the agents are working together already. An example is shown in Fig. ib , where Silver Bullet and Bujold are working cooperatively for a simulated Urban Search and Rescue task. Bujold is an industrial inspection robot with great mobility over short ranges of rough terrain. She is powered and controlled by Silver Bullet, another autonomous mobile robot, which literally carries Bujold to an interesting site, then deploys her. Bujold can be tracked and controlled by Silver Bullet or by a human operator teleoperating Bujold through Silver Bullet. Silver Bullet is an explicit source of information about the state of Bujold as they work together. However, Fig. 2 shows that Bujold, in turn, can provide information about Silver Bullet. Because of the tight coupling, the issues for the operator in identifying the additional source of information and deploying it are less problematic than for loosely coupled teams.
One or more robots may be operating in a facility which has implicit sensing resources, such as overhead cameras. These resources are referred to as facility-related sources. They usually are available directly to the operator, not to the robots themselves. Examples of this category of resource are nuclear power plants which often have overhead cameras, and security cameras in buildings. Fig. 3 shows the output of a black and white security camera looking down at a mobile robot and associated gear.
One of the hardest sources of additional information for a human operator to exploit is opportunistic sources. These are resources which may not be explicitly attached to the mission or to the facility, but could provide important information if the human knew of its availability. Examples of opportunistic sources are satellite observers or humans near by ("I can see that from here, it looks like the robot is stuck in some mud.") 
Disadvantages of Additional Information for Operator
Additional infrniation may he (lilfIcult to exploit by a hunian operator for several reasons. First . tIre ilicolirilrg observations may not be necessarily helpful or be easy to extract relevairt iiiforirration honi. Tire obserVations tiray 1 e sinrilar to the existing data, providing more of tire same information. hut nothing IICW. Tue opposit C extreirre is that tire data nrav he too diffeicirt. either in ternis of viewpoirt or sensing nitudalit. Tue operat (ii II i\ In-ne prohienrs reconcilirg (lificrenit viewpoi its or franres of references fronr observers. Likewise. seitsirig iriudalities such as SAil often require expert training to interpret correctly. Tire operator may not lo' qualified to exploit tire new information, and, worse yet, tire availability of the data may distract him from considering urore nieani igful opt ions in a timely fashion. Finally, there is riot guarantee that the quality of the additional data is sufficient for tire (liagirost i( task. Fig. 3 illustrates the visual ciralleiiges of scene interpretation with poor resolution and focus, plus an unnatural viewing angle.
Second, acquiring additional information is an active task, riot passive. Tire operator must ideiitifv sources of additional information, decide if they are suitable an(l can be deployed without riskiirg the overall inrissioir objectives. and then deploy those resources. Clearly, the operator nrust have a situational awareness iii order to niake tire correct (lecision. The operator must also be aware of how those resources are controlled (e.g.. navigate the peer robot over to the failed robot) and how to exploit therrr. Fig. 4 shows a peer robot looking iii tire same direction as a failed robot thinks it is looking at. Since tire failed robot has a camera pan/tilt fault, it is riot lookinrg at tire wheelbarrow: the operator can conipare images fromir tire robots to ascertain! that something has gone wrong with tire ('ra positioning system. But this type of corroboration scenario requires tire operator to know tile similarities between robots. This can lie very difficult to infer with heterogeneous robots, where corroboration nmray be indirect Also, tire process of aligning tire two robots for corroboration may be ciraileirgi ig for teleoperat ion: ideally tire operator could give a simple connrnnand to deploy the l'm robot for corroboration.
A third challenge for air operator is identifying novel recovery options. Not only can additional agents be deployed to aid in diagnosis. they may be part of tire sohuitioii. Fig. 5a shows a scenario where tire robot onr tire rigirt has had a camnrera failure. Time robot cannot complete its nnrissiomr vitIrout cairreras and canirot. safely nravigate. However, it can use sorrars to follow a jeer robot. which can navigate, back to a safe place. Fig. 5b shows a nirore tantoifinl scenral io. where one rohot imright physically rescue a failed agent.
Operator Assistance
In addition to tire explicit challenges associated with acquirinrg. exploiting arid nrrairagi rg additional imiformiiatioir. tire operator nnray have to overcome these challenges under unfavorable coirditionrs. These nnnrfavorahle coirditions include tune pressure arid tire pressure associated with tire mission context (inmrportance. penalty of lilissiOli failure, risk to hiurrans and/or hardware). Also, tire robot nrlay display a unique failure, and tire humnian operator nnrav have rio clear sense of how to harrdle it. Likewise, tire irumnrami operator nriay be a novice, or umifanniiliar with tire mnrissiomr. Therefore, we believe that an intelligent s stein should assist the operator by providing: 55 Figure 5 . Rescue as a recovery riietIiod: a) visually unpaired robot using sonars to follow a rescue robot to safety. h) rescue robot acting as a tow truck.
• Contextual arid domain knowledge aI)out tire nhission of an operator in exploiting amid managing additional sources of inforiiiatioii. II! particular, the I AA is intended to support human supervisory control of iriultiple robots and iniforniationi sources for 1) inifornirationi gatlieninig and 2) recovery, including rescue of disabled robot.
In general, the IAA can be viewed as performing two roles. In one role it will serve as air expert consultant as to tire availability, applicability, and translation/display of all sources of information (failed robot phis additional sources) for the hunrami. In the other role it will act as the manager of the additional sources of information and translate high level liumair conninniamids for actively deploying those resources, tire IAA is responsible for operationalizirng requests from the human for information about robot tasks: for example, the human as part of a diagnostic routine mar wish to test two sensors to see if they return the sarrie value. Tins earn be a complex activity, where sensors arid their cifectors are deallocated from the current task, arid servo-ed to a corroi)oratulg positioni. The human inrplicitlv assumes that tire robot will default to a fail-safe set of behaviors while tire diagnostic pro('ess ('onitinues; the IAA roust take this implicit assumnrption and make it explicit to the robot. The IAA must also provide air feedback or confirmation to tire lrunnan that tire task is being carried out. Tire IAA may also gather infoririat ion frorir any directly connected sensors. e.g.. surveillance cameras, observing robot, etc. This requires tire IAA to instantiate the lo'iraviors needed for active perception.
Tire IAA architecture is novel iii that it treats tire remote robots and hunran as computational agents possessing wnique knowledge and intelligence. It relies on a third ('omj)utatiorlal agent ('Ill('(l tli(' intelligent assistant to act as an intermediary between the human arid tire robot. This agent resides on tine local svstenni; it doesn't ninove and it doesn't perceive. Rather, it supports tire perception and problem-solving ('ajral)ilities of tiI(' irninmran arid tIre robot by selectively filtering arid enhancing perceptual data obtained fronni the robot, as well as generating hypotheses about execution failures which cannot be solved by the remote.
Overview of IAA Architecture
As shown in Fig. 6 . the IAA is a middle agent. The human operator (cognitive agent) interfaces with the situated agents (robots, autonomous irifoririatiori sources) through the IAA. The IAA is not strictly a software agent: it niav hitve direct corruriarid over facility-related resources such as security canieras.
The IAA itself consists of software agents. Interface agents are respotisibie for tratislatirig huiiiaii and robot commands arid data into a common format, arid visa versa: they essentially handle I/O. The iiiajoritv of software agents act as experts. The external information experts are responsible for accessing the status and suitability of an possible sensing resources. One external information agent might be (ledicated to iterfacmg with the sensing resources directly under the command of the IAA (cx.. security camera) Another might be locused on niatit ainiug a list of resources that could be used opportunistically. The problems olmnq expert.s atteitipt to provide prohleiii solving guidance arid hypothesis maintenance based on the context. Likewise. the perceptual displfzq experts atteiiipt to filter arid present the mniost useful (lata based oii t lie niissiori context and the status of problem solving. Time aetivit his tory monmtor.s serve as a situational mniemorv buffer: in some cases, prol)lerri solving is facilitat NI by mnniderst atidiug the overall pattern of degradation of peiformnance. rather thiaii just receivilig data about the current, failed state of tIme robot. However, we have found that this tvl)e of data imist also he carefully filtered arid displayed ac(or(hillg to context, or else the "data dump" becomes an impediment to time hiurnaim operator.
Information Coordination and Control
Clearly, effective, context-based information coordination and control is a key coniponent to time IAA. Time IAA uses a blackboard schemnie to observe arid manage the information poste(l mndepeil(lenltlv by the robotic and hiunnaim intelligences. In our application of the blackboard. Each software agent has internal rout ilmes (ailed knouledqe sources which read and post inforniation to a global. asvnclirononous data structure called the blackboard. The knowledge sources of the robot post their information about time status of the robot. 'lIme operator rea(ls the stat us amid can use the knowledge stored by time intelligent assistant about previous or related cases to generate new directives such a.s task phtiis, sensor configurations, specification of parameters, response to aimoimialoiis sit nat ions, etc. The operator. by definition a knowledge source. coinnimunicates with the intelligent assistant and time robot via a graplucal interfrtce managed by the assistant.
The blackboard is time heart of time cooperative intelligent assistant. It is where tIme evolutionary results of time problenm-solving effort are captured. The effort is divided into three maim components, or global panels. the rout cit 57 Figure 6 . Overview of IAA architecture. It also posts the attention directives, which offer suggestions to the human operator as to the steps in verifying a particular hypothesis, the utility of deploying additional information sources, etc. This logical partitioning is based on components of a cognitive model of visual interaction described in,1 and is designed to facilitate transfer of information between human perception and problem-solving during a visual reasoning task.
The system's user interface presents two logical user views: monitor mode, which is used solely for monitoring the robot's normal behavior, and failure (or problem-solving) mode, which appears when a request for assistance is sent by the robot. All panels, when visible, are presented as interactive direct manipulation windows, with a variety of icons, text and buttons used to display the underlying frame-based information. Color-coding is used to indicate correspondences between related data distributed across several panels. A sample screen dump is shown in Fig. 8 4. RELATED WORK Our approach to human-agent interactions in complex environments is similar in scope, but different in emphasis, to work conducted by Webber et al in translating natural language (NL) instructions into intentions and expectations,2 and the use of discourse in collaboration.3 Our work is concentrating on first establishing the reasonable intentions and expectations of the human and software agents by cognitive modeling, rather than on language issues.
Our characterization of intelligent agents is similar to the Belief, Desire and Intention (BDI) framework,4'2 especially in acknowledging that defining the informational, motivational, and cognitive state of the agent is key in both designing a software agent in general and in designing a software agent to supplement these states in humans and other agents. However, we believe that it is premature to attempt to represent these states through formal logic, even with simplifying assumptions as per,4 without a fundamental understanding of the cognitive process.
Our architectural organization is most similar to Decker et a1, who have constructed a web-agent architecture consisting of interface agents, task agents, and information agents. Our IAA can be viewed as a middle-agent,6 containing these agents, where the IAA uses visual problem solving to control the interface to the human, task knowledge (intentions and expectations) is triggered by the current context, and information agents provide broad problem solving resources. The IAA is broader, where interface and information agents exist for facilitating interactions with the robotic and other software agents as well as with the human agent. The IAA serves as a middle-agent because it is not strictly a provider or a requestor, but acts as a go-between the human and other agents in the system. As with,6 the IAA exploits preferences and capabilities.
The intelligent assistant uses tire blackboard architecture to observe and manage the information 1)oste(l iIi(lepelidentlv by the robotic and human intelligences. Blackboards have been previously used successfully toi telcoperatioii by Edwards et a17 in the Ground ehicle \Ianager's Associate proJNt and by Pang and Shieii5 for tire high level programming and control of mobile robots to a.ssist tire operation of the emergency response tearri irrvolve(l iii a hazardous material spill. In our application of the blackboard. tire robot. tire human supervisor, and I he expert assistant are considered independent intelligent agents, as shown in Figure 3 .
CURRENT STATUS
Previous work with teleVlA focused on the failure mode of interaction, and derrionstrated proof of concei > I lirougli interaction with archival robotic data in five failure scenariosY A failure scenario cair be broadly (les(rii)e(l iii terrirs of five distinct steps: i) robot sends failure inforination ii) teleVIA generates its own hypotheses: iii) tele\/IA requests and posts relevant images: iv) teleViA tests its hypotheses with the help of tire human supervisor: and v) recovers' procedures are determniiied. Tire failure mode used problem solving and perceptual (lisplav experts. TIre intelligent agent software was migrated to the robotics laboratory at Colorado School of Mines, and a (lirect (olurectionl Was established between the teleVIA interface amid several robots. A simple monitor iriode for accepting data from outside sources was also imirplenrrented.
Our current efforts are taking two paths. \\ork at Cal Poly is concentrating our (levelopilig a irrodel of liunian-agent rter'action that focuses on visual problem solving. USAR is a domain with intrinsic time pressure, as well as a high need for reliability in tire robots. 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This article has presented work in progress on developing an intelligent assistance agent (IAA) for aiding a human operator in diagnosing problems and generating recovery strategies in remote ground robots. The current work has focused on the incorporation of three types of additional information: mission-related sources, such as peer robots working nearby; facility-related sources, such as security cameras; and opportunistically available agents, such as overhead satellites or humans working in the area as part of another mission. The incorporation of additional sources of information requires enhancements to the previously developed teleVlA architecture. In particular, the teleVlA IAA must provide more strategic management support (reminding operator of resources, impact of reallocation of resources on mission,etc.), sophisticated viewpoint and data management and presentation, and simplified control of the additional agents for diagnosis and recovery activities (move to robot and examine, corroborate sensor X, etc.) These enhancements are encapsulated in software agents within the IAA.
Current work is concentrating on cognitive modeling of the use of visually presented data for human-agent interactive problem solving, and on autonomous corroboration and recovery behaviors for remote robots. Further work is needed to represent the current state of the failed robot, its local knowledge, and to extract and quantify the informational utility of additional strategic resources for a given context.
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